
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Origin:  
 

Historical evidence shows pink roses were grown in China’s Imperial rose gardens 

about 2,000 years before Christ and roses have continued to play a part in 

history ever since.   

Paintings discovered in Egyptian pyramid tombs from more than 1000 years before 

Christ had artwork depicting roses. 

Roses were also believed to have been grown in ancient Babylon and Greek 

gardens dating back to 500 BC.  Early roses from these gardens were very 

likely wild species and pink in color, although there is evidence that selected 

varieties were also being grown in early gardens.  Although it is thought that 

pink was the first color of rose to be cultivated, 

Latin ‘rosa’ and Greek ‘rhodia’ are the words that led to the naming of the rose. 

The breeding of roses started in the 17th century in Europe and new species 

introduction aiding in encouraging more and more cultivation.  

The China rose was introduced in Europe in the 19th century, which led to an 

explosion of breeding. 

Part of this increase in variety of roses in cultivation has been credited to Empress 

Josephine of France who supported the practice in her gardens at Malmaison.  

  

Information: 
 

Pink roses are most common in the wild. 

During the Victorian era, the pink rose was used to decorate everything from 

wallpaper to greeting cards.  

In ancient times, many stories in mythology of roses were connected to different 

goddesses.  

A pink rose bouquet will create a bright spot in a special someone’s day which can 

conveying thoughtfulness, passion, a special sentiment, congratulation or a 

warm thank you. 

They’re often seen in bridal arrangements bouquets, considering the word “rose” 

brings to mind the faint blush of a fair maiden’s cheeks. 

It’s not surprising these blooms are a favorite to give and receive. 
  



  

Types of pink roses to express what you want to say. 
 

Pink Roses ranging from a subtle hint of color to deep and bright pink are bright 

and beautiful to behold, as well as fabulously versatile when you have 

something important to say.   

Dark Pink Roses: If you want to express appreciation, gratitude, or to say thank 

you. 

Medium Pink Roses: If you have a first love, want to congratulate someone or 

want to cheer up a friend who’s grieving or healing.  

Light Pink Roses: If you want to show gentleness and admiration.  

Lady Diana rose is a beautiful light pink rose perfect for either emotion of 

sympathy or admiration  

Floribunda rose is a bridal pink rose which is a perfect pale pink that is long 

lasting and offers a spicy scent. 

Laser and Diplomat roses are deep pink which is a perfect choice to show 

someone how grateful you are to have them in your life. 
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